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Abstract

We define a notion for unfolding smooth, ruled sur-
faces, and prove that every smooth prismatoid (the con-
vex hull of two smooth curves lying in parallel planes),
has a nonoverlapping “volcano unfolding.” These un-
foldings keep the base intact, unfold the sides outward,
splayed around the base, and attach the top to the tip of
some side rib. Our result answers a question for smooth
prismatoids whose analog for polyhedral prismatoids re-
mains unsolved.

Introduction. It is a long-unsolved problem to deter-
mine whether or not every convex polyhedron can be cut
along its edges and unfolded flat into the plane to a sin-
gle nonoverlapping simple polygon (see, e.g., [O’R00]),
the net. These unfoldings are known as edge unfoldings

because the surface cuts are along edges. In this pa-
per,1 we generalize edge unfoldings to certain piecewise-
smooth ruled surfaces,and show that smooth prisma-
toids can always be unfolded without overlap. Our hope
is that the smooth case will inform the polyhedral case.

Pyramids and Cones. A pryamid is a polyhedron that
is the convex hull of a convex base polygon B and an
apex v above the plane containing the base. The side

faces are all triangles. It is trivial to unfold a pyramid
without overlap: cut all side edges and no base edge.
This produces what might be called a volcano unfolding.
Examples are shown in Fig. 1(a,b) for regular polygon
bases.

We generalize pyramids to cones : shapes that are the
convex hull of a smooth convex curve base B lying in the
xy-plane, and a point apex v above the plane. We define
the volcano unfolding of a cone to be the natural lim-
iting shape as the number of vertices of base polygonal
approximations goes to infinity, and each side triangle
approaches a segment rib. This limiting process is illus-
trated in Fig. 1(c). For any point b ∈ ∂B, the segment
vb is unfolded across the tangent to B at b. Note that
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Figure 1: Unfoldings of regular pyramids (a-b) ap-
proaching the unfolding of a cone (c).

this net for a cone is no longer an unfolding that could
be produced by paper, because the area increases.

Main Result. Our main result concerns a shape known
as a prismatoid, the convex hull of two convex polygons
A and B lying in parallel planes. There is no algorithm
for edge-unfolding prismatoids. Our concentration in
this paper is on smooth prismatoids, which we define as
the convex hull of two smooth convex curves A above
and B below, lying in parallel planes. A volcano un-
folding of a smooth prismatoid unfolds every rib seg-
ment ab of the convex hull, a ∈ ∂A and b ∈ ∂B, across
the tangent to B at b, into the xy-plane, surrounding
the base B, with the top A attached to one appropri-
ately chosen rib. The main result of this paper is that
every smooth prismatoid has a nonoverlapping volcano
unfolding. Fig. 2 illustrates the side unfolding of a pris-
matoid; the top A must be carefully placed tangent to
the side unfolding and on the convex hull of that un-
folding.
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Figure 2: Two views of the side unfolding of a 3D prismatoid. The top A is an ellipse in a plane parallel to the base.
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